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Abstract

We present a new type of vibrational coordinates denoted hybrid optimized and

localized coordinates (HOLCs) aiming at a good set of rectilinear vibrational coordi-

nates supporting fast convergence in vibrational stucture calculations. The HOLCs are

obtained as a compromise between the recently promoted optimized coordinates (OCs)

and localized coordinates (LCs). The three sets of coordinates are generally different

from each other and differ from standard normal coordinates (NCs) as well. In de-

termining the HOLCs, the vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) energy is optimized

with respect to orthogonal transformation of the coordinates, which is similar to de-

termining OCs but for HOLCs we additionally introduce a penalty for delocalization,

using a measure of localization similar to that employed in determining LCs. The same

theory and implementation covers both OCs, LCs and HOLCs. It is shown that varying

one penalty parameter allows for connecting OCs and LCs.

The HOLCs are compared to NCs, OCs, and LCs in their nature and performance

as basis for vibrational coupled cluster (VCC) response calculations of vibrational an-

harmonic energies for a small set of simple systems comprising water, formaldehyde
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and ethylene. It is found that surprisingly good results can be obtained with HOLCs

using potential energy surfaces as simple as quadratic Taylor expansions. Quite sim-

ilar coordinates are found for the already established OCs but obtaining these OCs

requires much more elaborate and expensive potential energy surfaces and localization

is generally not guaranteed. The ability to compute HOLCs for somewhat larger sys-

tems is demonstrated for coumarin and the alanine quadramer. The good agreement

between HOLCs and OCs together with the much easier applicability of HOLCs for

larger systems, suggests that HOLCs may be a pragmatically very interesting option

for anharmonic calculations on medium to large molecular systems.

Introduction

The calculation of anharmonic vibrational wave functions is important in the study of molec-

ular spectroscopy and dynamics. The choice of coordinates for the vibrational motion is an

important step in solving the vibrational Schrödinger equation for anharmonic wave func-

tions and energies. A standard choice of coordinates for anharmonic vibrational analysis of

medium-sized molecules is normal coordinates (NCs). NCs are well-defined and they provide

an excellent first level of insight into small vibrations of small and medium-sized molecules

around their equilibrium positions.

The definition of the NCs is based on a second order approximation to the potential that

does, however, become less satisfactory for large amplitude motions and for more detailed

and accurate descriptions of interacting vibrational modes. We focus in particular on the

second aspect in this study and discuss alternative sets of coordinates that are equally simple

to use in the sense of being rectilinear coordinates. We note in passing that there has been

significant progress in the general use of curvilinear coordinates in the sense that automatic

procedures for handling the quite complicated kinetic operator begin to spread.1–4 The good

performance of local coordinates like bond lengths for specific vibrational states have long

been known and exploited, e.g. for explaining OH fundamentals and overtones.5 We will in
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this paper, however, exclusively aim at identifying easily obtainable coordinates that can be

related to NCs by orthogonal transformations.

Alternatives to NCs have been suggested in recent research, emphasizing various aspects.

One idea is to optimize the coordinates in variational calculations. This idea dates back to

quite early work.6,7 Initially little follow-up work was carried out, likely because it is less

clear from these early studies, whether there is sufficient gain to warrant the complications

due to optimization or not. However, in recent years there have been a revival of interest in

optimized coordinates (OCs), initiated by Yagi et al. 8 These OCs demonstrated a significant

gain for vibrational configuration interaction (VCI) calculations and additionally showed how

the optimization using vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) calculations can be carried

out for more than a few modes. This was later successfully followed by demonstrating how

very fast linear scaling VSCF algorithms can be used in a parallel fashion and how the gain

also applies to vibrational coupled cluster (VCC)9 and other wave function theories.10 Note

that these gains are obtained using only OCs found for the vibrational ground state as will

also be the focus in this paper. Extension to simple state-average coordinates has been con-

sidered11 but ground state optimized coordinates appear to be sufficient for many purposes.

It has furthermore been demonstrated that the OCs are relatively local, meaning that the

major vibrational motions are localized to individual bonds and groups in a given molecule.

This localization is not imposed but is, in the sense of the variational principle, physically

motivated localization resulting from calculations. Locality can be exploited to automati-

cally focus wave function calculations on the most important mode-mode correlations, which

is an important perspective, when aiming at medium to larger molecular systems.12

The largest drawback in the application of OCs is probably the computational cost in

the sense that an anharmonic potential is required to calculate a good set of OCs and there

are certain restrictions to its form. Constructing a full fourth order Taylor expansion is a

well motivated and frequently used option for OCs but may easily become the computational

bottleneck, which may eventually also be the case for a third order expansion.10 Note that
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for the final calculation more accurate and computationally cheaper compromises may exist

for generating the potential energy surface (PES), so it would be attractive to have more

flexibility in the coordinate optimization.

Another line of recent research have defined localized coordinates (LCs) obtained by

localizing NCs. A selected set of NCs are chosen in this method and orthogonal transforma-

tions between these are performed to maximize locality of the chosen set of coordinates or

equivalently minimize delocality. The localization criteria can be formulated in analogy with

the classical orbital localization criteria of Pipek and Mezey13 or Boys14–16. This was first

touched upon by Rauhut17 and more thoroughly studied by Jacob and Reiher.18 The normal

modes are often delocalized combinations of vibrations on many different groups of atoms

when calculating NCs for medium to large molecules, as e.g. found in biological molecules.

These provide examples where it may be beneficial to localize the vibrational modes both

for purposes of the analysis18–20 and for subsequent correlated anharmonic calculations.21

The OCs have typically been observed to be localized but it should be noted that there

is no built-in guarantee of locality of the OCs. The relative locality of OCs supports that

coordinates with little anharmonic coupling can in fact be quite local but this does not in

general guarantee that local coordinates have small couplings. On the contrary, arbitrary lo-

cal coordinates are likely to be strongly interacting, as found in the extreme case of Cartesian

displacement coordinates for example. The previous applications of LCs apply the localiza-

tion to specific sets of coordinates only, which is likely decisive for their successful use, see

the discussion in Ref. 22. A full set of LCs obtained in one common localization procedure

will not be very attractive as shall be exemplified in this work. Nevertheless, it is attractive

to obtain LCs for the full set of vibrations, if it can be done in a way that still provides fairly

non-interacting coordinates. We note in passing that another type of local vibrational coor-

dinates, the local normal modes, are an essential ingredient of the local monomer (LMon)

approach. This has proven highly successful in enabling efficient and accurate vibrational

calculations of molecular aggregates, such as water and hydrates. For a recent review on this
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method we refer to Ref. 23.

The choice of vibrational coordinates to be employed in vibrational wave function cal-

culations is crucial since they provide the basis for all further analysis. The choice is only

void when employing the exact wave function, for which every set of coordinates gives the

same results. Convergence to the exact limit of realistic truncated wave functions will be

faster with coordinates that have small couplings between the motions of the coordinates.

Along a similar vein, locality of coordinates may also be important as they are likely to sup-

port locality in the interactions better and thereby a decay in importance of wave function

parameters with distance, which can be exploited in calculations of large systems.12,24

In this spirit we now introduce hybrid optimized and localized coordinates (HOLCs)

that attempt to establish a good compromise between localized and optimized coordinates.

HOLCs combine the OC and LC ideas, thus defining the HOLCs in terms of minimizing a

function incorporating both the VSCF energy (as OCs) and a delocalization penalty (follow-

ing LCs). The hybrid method thereby allows for controlling the amount of localization, while

assuming the beneficial effects of the OCs as well. We will demonstrate the performance of

HOLCs determined with different settings of the penalty.

The pilot calculations showed that HOLCs strongly resemble OCs obtained with fourth

order Taylor expanded PESs but the HOLC optimization can be carried out with only second

order PESs and still give quite similar coordinates. These coordinates are a significant

improvement to NCs though relying on the same PES. It is a surprising result that this is

possible and worth further study, as it may be used for large reduction in computational

effort and increased accuracy for a given effort. The HOLCs may in this regard be an

interesting option as a component of future anharmonic calculations on medium to large

molecular systems.
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Theory

The vibrational Hamilton operator

Our starting point is the pure vibrational problem with a Hamiltonian given in terms of a

set of M (appropriately mass-weighted) orthogonal coordinates Qk,

Ĥ = −1

2

M∑
k=1

∂2

∂Q2
k

+ V (Q) . (1)

These coordinates may initially be thought of as normal coordinates (NCs). The terms in

the so-called exact Watson operator,25 due to vibrational angular momentum and other ad-

ditional small terms are neglected, as they are not essential for the discussion. The excluded

terms can easily be included to high accuracy in a subsequent wave function calculation

after a set of coordinates have been obtained. Thus, we will focus on determining the set of

coordinates that is used for solving the time-independent vibrational Schrödinger equation

with the Hamiltonian given in equation (1).

The key step in setting up the Hamiltonian in practice is to represent the M -dimensional

PES, which generally must be done in an approximate manner using either Taylor expan-

sions, grid representations, analytical fits, etc. We shall avoid entering this huge research

field and only use Taylor expanded potentials in these pilot studies. The technique of Tay-

lor expanded potentials provides a reasonable compromise between computational cost and

accuracy if the molecular vibrations do not displace the molecule too far from the equilib-

rium geometry. It is known that Taylor expansions truncated by order are not guaranteed

to converge with increasing order nor even constitute a good approximation in low order

for significant distortions. Other types of potentials are therefore often used in advanced

wave function expansions today. The Taylor expanded PESs, however, have in the context

of coordinate determination the advantage that orthogonal coordinate transformations leave

the potential invariant in form,8 as we shall return to later. We shall denote a full fourth
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order Taylor expansion as 4M4T , while full second and third order expansions are denoted

2M2T and 3M3T respectively. We introduce further truncations such as 2M4T and 3M4T ,

where only up to two-mode couplings and three-mode couplings are included respectively.

Rectilinear vibrational coordinates and orthogonal transformation

Mass-scaled small rectilinear displacements from an equilibrium configuration of the nuclei

form a convenient coordinate basis, as this orthonormal basis allows for evaluating the kinetic

energy with the simple form used in equation (1). It is possible to preserve the simple form

of the kinetic energy operator by defining vibrational coordinates in terms of orthogonal

transformation of these coordinates. The exact solution to equation (1) is invariant of the

chosen coordinate system when given an invariant potential. The choice of coordinates does

however become important in order to minimize the number of terms needed to obtain a

certain accuracy for approximate solutions.

Every rectilinear set of orthogonal coordinates collected in the vector Q̃ can be obtained

from another set Q, spanning the same space, by orthogonal transformation Q̃ = UTQ, in

terms of an orthogonal transformation matrix U, fulfilling that UTU = UUT = I.

We can optimize the coordinates with respect to certain criteria by subsequent coordinate

rotations, which will be described in more detail in the following section. Such diagonal-

ization or optimization tasks can be performed with a Jacobi sweep algorithm, originally

suggested by Edmiston and Ruedenberg 16,26 that have found further practical applications

in e.g. Refs. 8,9,18. The rotation angle for each pair of coordinates at each iteration in this

algorithm is chosen such that it brings the coordinates closer to the optimal ones with respect

to the chosen optimization criteria. The optimal angle is often not known analytically but

can be obtained by a numerical minimum search in these cases. We use the combination of

Fourier series expansion and Newton minimization to define the optimal rotation angle, as

described in Refs. 8,9.

The PES is given in terms of the coordinates and upon transformation and optimization
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it is simply transformed along with the coordinates, which is uncomplicated, at least for the

polynomial expanded force fields employed in our work. Thus, the PES does not need to be

reconstruction during the optimization itself. It is only before and/or after the optimization

have been applied that a PES construction is required.

Different choices of rectilinear vibrational coordinates

Normal coordinates

Normal coordinates (NCs) correspond to the particular choice of the orthogonal transfor-

mation that diagonalize the mass-weighted second order force constant matrix, whereby the

whole Hamiltonian with a 2M2T potential separates into a sum over harmonic one-mode

terms. The exact solution is thus a multi-dimensional harmonic oscillator wave function.

One of the disadvantages of NCs is that they are often quite delocalized since they are de-

fined by matrix diagonalization. NCs thereby offer little possibility for the exploitation of

locality in vibrational structure calculations. NCs will generally serve as the starting point

for coordinate optimizations in this study.

Optimized coordinates

Another way of defining the orthogonal coordinate transformation is by employing the vari-

ational principle. In particular, optimized coordinates (OCs) are defined by requiring the

vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) energy to be variationally minimized with respect to

orthogonal transformation of the coordinates.6–8

The VSCF wave function ansatz27,28 is a Hartree product function

Φi (Q) =
M∏
m=1

φmim (Qm) = φ1
i1 (Q1)φ

2
i2 (Q2) . . . φ

M
iM (QM) , (2)

where m specifies the individual mode, i is anM -dimensional index vector defining the state

under study, M remains the number of vibrational modes, while φmim(Qm) designate the
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orthonormal one-mode wave functions. The VSCF method seeks to approximate the exact

solution to the vibrational Schrödinger equation by determining the optimal modals for each

mode by minimizing the expectation value

EVSCF = 〈Φi|Ĥ|Φi〉 (3)

with respect to variations of modals, which are constrained to be normalized at all times,

〈φmim (Qm) |φmim (Qm)〉 = 1.29 Employing the variational condition in the VSCF method leads

to the well-known self-consistent field equations for the modals.

The VSCF energy is generally variant upon coordinate transformation, in contrast to the

exact solution. It becomes exact in the limit of a Hamiltonian with no coupling between

the different degrees of freedom and a complete one-mode basis. One example of this is

the second order Taylor expansion of the potential, which in normal coordinates becomes

separable. Thus VSCF reduces to the exact harmonic limit in this case. Note that VSCF is

not, however, exact for coupled potentials and even linearly coupled harmonic oscillators will

be approximately described. These limiting cases are important for the use of VSCF in the

coordinate optimization. In other words, coordinates minimizing the VSCF energy can be

expected to minimize the coupling between the modes and thereby accelerate the convergence

of correlated vibrational wave function approaches. This behaviour has been observed for

different parametrizations of correlated vibrational wave functions, see e.g. Refs. 8,9,12, as

well as for perturbative treatments.10 Many VSCF calculations need to be performed during

the optimization algorithm. The high efficiency of modern VSCF methods30 is therefore

essential but cost can become an issue for very large systems due to the very large number

of VSCF calculations and transformations of the potential.

The major bottleneck in the current formulation is, however, that the Hamilton operator

needs to be invariant under the coordinate transformations for the optimization procedure

to yield unambiguous results. The exact Hamilton operator is obviously invariant under
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transformation. Full order-expanded PESs like 4M4T potentials will transform to another

potential of the same form and the spectrum of the transformed Hamiltonian is thus exactly

the same as the untransformed. However, if we restrict the initial PES calculation to e.g.

only include 2M terms, the situation becomes less clear.8 Transforming the 2M4T potential

yields new three and four mode terms, i.e. it acquires a 4M4T form. Thus, crucial time can

be saved in the calculation of the initial 2M4T potential but it is not internally consistent

in the algorithm. Insisting on maintaining a 2M4T form means that the rotations of the

potential introduce errors which is avoided for the work presented in this paper. Instead

we accept that a 2M4T potential is transformed into a 4M4T form, whereby no gain in

efficiency for the vibrational calculations is obtained.

Taylor expanded force fields of equal order in the number of mode couplings and the

order expansion are therefore consistent choices. These include the 4M4T and 3M3T poten-

tials. The latter has also been successfully used in applications10 but does give rise to some

theoretical concerns because third order expansions by definition are unstable in variational

calculations. We can proceed down to the level of 2M2T potentials. The OCs are the NCs in

this potential, as the variational lowest energy obtainable is that of the standard harmonic

oscillator treatment and that is obtained by VSCF using NCs. The typical choice of PES

for the OCs have therefore been the 4M4T expansion.

Localization of normal modes

Purely geometrical criteria for the localization of vibrational coordinates have been formu-

lated in two different ways by Jacob and Reiher,18 in analogy to orbital localization criteria

commonly found in electronic structure theory. These were later used by Panek and Jacob 21

in correlated vibrational structure calculations, while Cheng and Steele 22 applied these cri-

teria to uncorrelated vibrational structure calculations. It clearly follows that the most

localized vibrational modes would be those that maximizes a given localization criterion and

that a Jacobi sweep algorithm can be applied for this purpose, as discussed above.
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The geometrical criterion used in this paper is formulated in analogy to the orbital

localization criterion of Pipek and Mezey,13 where the squared sum of atomic contributions

to an orbital is maximized.18 The sum of squared atomic contributions are collected for N

atoms and M individual modes in this atomic localization criterion as

ξat (Q) =
M∑
k=1

N∑
i=1

(Cik)
2 , (4)

where Cik is the contribution of the i’th nucleus to the k’th normal mode Qk

Cik =
∑

α=x,y,z

(Qiα,k)
2 . (5)

The localization criterion can also be formulated in analogy with the Boys orbital localization

criterion,14–16 where the distance between centers of vibrational modes are maximized. This

is more precisely defined in Ref. 18. In that work, no significant difference has been observed

when comparing the atomic and distance localization criteria.18 This motivates our choice of

only employing the atomic localization criterion ξat in this paper, noting that extension to

other criteria is trivial as long as the corresponding measures are well-defined and simple to

evaluate. We note in passing that for LCs an analytical form for the optimal rotation angle

at every step in the iteration has been derived for these measures, by Jacob and Reiher.18

Hybrid optimized and localized coordinates (HOLCs)

In the hybrid approach, we seek a compromise between OCs and LCs. We would also like

an approach that can be used for very simple potentials in contrast to the OCs, i.e. simpler

than 4M4T potentials and where we in addition can control the degree of locality. We aim at

an approach that includes the interactions in the system to be part of the determination of

coordinates in contrast to the LCs, in order to avoid too strong interaction between different

modes. In other words, the hybrid method should be able to impose some amount of locality

relative to the delocalized NCs, resulting in a coordinate set with similar features to the
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OCs. This includes reducing the number of large couplings in the PES and wave function,

which is needed for providing higher accuracy of approximate wave functions. It also implies

that the amount of locality enforced should be controllable such that a decay of coupling

terms with distance can be exploited.

We therefore define hybrid optimized and localized coordinates (HOLCs) as the set of

coordinates that minimize a hybrid measure, which combines the VSCF energy with a delo-

calization penalty term such that localization can be enforced. Hence, the hybrid measure

is given as

Mhyb (Q) = wEE (Q) + wPP (Q) , (6)

where E (Q) and P (Q) are the vibrational energy and the penalty respectively. Both are

functions of the vibrational coordinates and carry different weights in the hybrid measure,

represented by wE and wP accordingly. We use the VSCF vibrational energy and a penalty

based on the localization measure discussed in the previous sections

E (Q) = EVSCF (Q) (7)

P (Q) = −ξat (Q) . (8)

Note that maximizing ξat (Q) corresponds to minimizing P (Q) and vice versa. The sum of

the weights are equal to unity

wE + wP = 1. (9)

The weights can be used to control the amount of locality imposed by increasing the value

of the penalty weight wP . It is clear that if the penalty weight is set to wP = 0 then there is

no further locality enforced upon the modes and the hybrid method reduces to the coordinate

optimization method, i.e. the OCs are obtained in this limit. This setting results in the NCs

if a harmonic potential is used. The penalty, conversely, imposes complete localization upon

the modes when the penalty weight is set to wP = 1, resulting in LCs regardless of the
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potential. It is only in the wP = 1 limit that the HOLCs are independent of the potential.

VSCF is exact for a decoupled potential, as emphasized earlier. The variational condition

on the VSCF energy thus forces the OCs to be the set of coordinates that provide the lowest

energy. In this particular sense, it can be expected that the best product separable wave

function and smallest mode-mode correlation is obtained with OCs. The hybrid method will

seek to minimize the hybrid measure and thereby force the coordinates to become more lo-

calized, provided that the VSCF energy does not increase too much and too much correlation

is introduced. Similarly the hybrid approach introduces a penalty if the energy increases,

instead of determining the coordinates solely by maximizing locality. In this sense the hybrid

method balances locality and interaction/correlation of the modes.

There may be some unclarity in the combination of EVSCF (Q) and ξat (Q) for the hybrid

method, as these two quantities are somewhat different in what they represent. The order

of magnitude one should expect to be reasonably for the weight factors is, for example, not

clear from the formulation in equation (6). Thus, it requires numerical work to settle a

relevant scale for the weight factor. We will discuss the dependence on the weight factor in

greater detail in the results section.

HOLCs for 2M2T potentials

It is important to note that HOLCs, unlike OCs, are different from NCs in the case of a

second order potential. As emphasized earlier the variational condition on the VSCF energy

in a 2M2T potential forces the OCs to be the NCs, which will give the lowest energy, namely

the exact energy of the harmonic oscillator. However, this is no longer the case in the hybrid

method. The hybrid method will localize the modes more than NCs would, to the extent that

the VSCF energy is not increased too much for a 2M2T potential. HOLCs still include the

energy as a controlling part of the calculation in contrast to the LCs. Thus, the correlation

between modes artificially introduced by not using NCs will balance the strive for locality,

depending on the weight.
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The HOLCs can accordingly be calculated for the full set of coordinates in one calculation

which is not an attractive approach with the LCs, which may become unphysically localized.

The hybrid method, in fact, presents a very interesting option due to its low requirement

on the potential and the relatively good results that can be obtained with it, as shall be

seen in the results section. We shall therefore detail it further and illustrate that the VSCF

energy calculation is trivial in this case, meaning that the calculation of the whole hybrid

measure is relatively trivial, i.e. obtaining the HOLCs is computationally almost as simple

as obtaining the LCs.

Assuming an equilibrium structure with zero gradient and defining the reference as having

zero energy we formulate the 2M2T potential as

V =
∑
m1,m2

cm1m2Qm1Qm2 =
∑
m1

cm1m1Q
2
m1

+
∑

m1 6=m2

cm1m2Qm1Qm2 . (10)

The solution to the VSCF equations, in this case, becomes simple harmonic oscillators

for each mode with the relevant force constant being 2cm1m1 . The bilinear terms does not

contribute to the VSCF mean field, as the average value of Qm1 is zero for the harmonic

oscillator. This in turn means that the VSCF energy simply becomes

EVSCF(2M2T ) =
∑
m

(im + 1/2)
√

2cm1m1 . (11)

This energy can be calculated without any VSCF mean-field construction or VSCF iter-

ations, which obviously reduces the computational cost significantly.

Implementation

The determination of HOLCs and thereby also LCs have been implemented in the Molecular

interactions dynamics and simulations Chemistry program package (MidasCpp).31 This in-

cludes numerical determination of the LCs, OCs and NCs as special cases, which is clear from
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the previous discussion. The implementation builds completely on the existing MidasCpp

implementation of OCs, see Ref. 9. The LC determination follows Jacob and Reiher 18 closely

but with the distinction that the reported results in this paper are obtained from numerical

calculations, while their rotation angles for LCs are obtained analytically. The implemen-

tation of the hybrid method allows the user to input the weights in an arbitrary way only

constrained by the condition given in equation (9). All quantities in the hybrid measure

are given in atomic units. The set of modes is optimized in the same manner as previously

described in Thomsen et al. 9 Typically, one will start from normal coordinates but any or-

thogonal set of coordinates can be used. It is possible to use only a subset of the full set of

starting coordinates to define the basis, as is often practiced for localized coordinates.18 We

have tested that our first simple implementation can already run with as large systems as

alpha conotoxin with 519 modes.

All previously implemented functions and options in MidasCpp can be applied in the

context of HOLCs. The potential can therefore be constructed with or transformed to the

HOLCs. The anharmonic wave function and response function calculations can subsequently

be carried out, when the resulting coordinates are found.

Computational details

A standard geometry optimization and harmonic vibrational analysis were carried out for

water and formaldehyde with the Numforce module of the Turbomole program.32,33 The

Møller–Plesset perturbation theory to second order was applied using the resolution of iden-

tity (RI-MP2)34,35 with the correlation consistent polarized valence triple-zeta (cc-pVTZ)36

basis set and the associated auxiliary basis.

The NCs obtained from the frequency analysis were then used to generate the 4M4T

potentials in MidasCpp with harmonic frequency weighted displacements of basic step size

0.010 a.u.37
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The Hessians for the coumarin and alanine quadramer were obtained using Snf38 of the

MoViPac39 program suite employing Turbomole. The same electronic structure method

that was specified for the small molecules (RI-MP2/cc-pVTZ) has been applied to coumarin,

whereas we employed density functional theory for the alanine quadramer. More precisely,

we have used Becke’s three-parameter hybrid functional B3LYP40–44 with a triple-ζ basis set

with valence polarization45 (TZVP) from the Turbomole basis set library. We additionally

made use of the so-called D3 dispersion correction46,47 in the latter calculations and applied

a more recent version of Turbomole.48

The different sets of coordinates obtained in the various potentials of mode coupling m

and order t in the Taylor expansion are specified with the notation mMtT -XC, where XC

specify the nature of the given coordinate set as being normal coordinates (NCs), optimized

coordinates (OCs), localized coordinates (LCs) or hybrid optimized and localized coordinates

(HOLCs). The 4M4T PES used for ethylene were obtained in Ref. 49.

The potentials for water, formaldehyde, and ethylene that are of lower mode coupling

order than 4 have been constructed by cutting out higher order mode-couplings, order or

both from the original 4M4T potential.

The 3M3T potentials, for instance, have been obtained from the 4M4T potentials by

removing all terms of fourth order in the mode combination and Taylor expansion. Note that

upon rotation with the cropped potentials 3M4T and 2M4T there will be terms reappearing

in the potentials because of the non-invariance, which are not eliminated in the calculations.

The different coordinate sets were constructed from the starting point of the NCs and

the 4M4T or one of the cropped potentials with a range of different weights for the hybrid

measure. These calculations were performed in a basis of 8 harmonic oscillator (HO) func-

tions that were determined from the harmonic term of the current potential. The maximal

gradient upon coordinate rotations has been converged to 1.0 · 10−10 a.u. in the coordinate

rotations for water, formaldehyde and ethylene. The same tight convergence threshold has

also been applied in the numerical Newton minimum search. These thresholds were set to
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1.0 · 10−6 a.u. for coumarin and the alanine quadramer, if not otherwise specified. The

resulting coordinates are denoted HOLCs (wP =< weight >) coordinates.

The energy of the fundamental vibrations were determined with VCC [2], VCC [3], VCC [4]

and VCC [6] corresponding to maximal excitation of up to 2, 3, 4 and 6 modes simultane-

ously. A basis of 8 HO functions and a total number of 6 VSCF modals were used in the

basis for each vibrational mode. All excitation energies are calculated using VCC response

theory, see Refs. 24,50–52 for theory and implementation.

Results

This section provides a presentation and discussion of the different sets of coordinates, il-

lustrated with numerical examples. The coordinates are compared in their nature and as

coordinates for VCC response calculations of anharmonic energies, in order to establish the

performance of the HOLCs. The first subsections focus on sample calculations for water,

formaldehyde and ethylene, while subsequent subsections explore HOLCs for coumarin and

the alanine quadramer.

Comparison of coordinate sets

The similarity between different sets of coordinates are expressed by a quantitative number

ΓDiff for each molecule. This number is the sum of dot products between mass-weighted

coordinates ` of different sets A and B, divided by the number of modes M

ΓDiff =
1

M

M∑
a∈A
b∈B

|`Ta · `b|. (12)

The comparison between different sets of coordinates is carried out with the optimized

coordinates in the 4M4T potential as reference or the 3M4T potential in the case of water.

The reason for choosing this coordinate set as reference is that they are known to be optimal
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with regards to minimizing the VSCF energy.9 A value of ΓDiff = 1.0 corresponds to complete

conformity between two compared coordinate sets, while increasing dissimilarity between

sets of coordinates results in an increase of ΓDiff. It can be useful to dissolve ΓDiff into the

individual dot product contributions by constructing correlation matrices, as these reveal

the similarity between individual modes.

Coordinate sets for water, formaldehyde and ethylene

All details for the comparison of coordinates obtained for water, formaldehyde and ethylene

in different potentials are found in tables S1 to S14 of the supporting information and the

key results are collected in figures 1 to 3. In most cases it can be seen from these that with

increasing penalty weight, there is an increase in Niter, ΓDiff and EVSCF. Conversely there

is a decrease in ξat and Mhyb with increasing penalty weight. Note that the decrease in ξat

corresponds to increasing localization of the coordinates at the cost of an increase in the

VSCF energy.

The increase in the number of iterations is a result of greater change in the coordinates

starting from NCs when they approach the LC limit. The transformation algorithm can

accommodate this but at the expense of prolonged search for a minimum in the hybrid mea-

sure. This should not be problematic as the hybrid method would most likely be employed

with penalty weights around wP = 1.00 ·10−6−1.00 ·10−4, where the number of iterations are

kept low. It is furthermore noticeable that significant changes in the vibrational coordinates

are prone when wP = 1.00 · 10−4, as the delocalization penalty becomes more important in

the hybrid measure. Note that EVSCF and ξat have a difference in magnitude of 10−6 a.u.

between them. Thus, it should be recognized that the weights are used for both controlling

the amount of localization enforced upon the NCs but also used for providing equal footing

for the two elements of the hybrid measure.

These general features are all expected from the formulation of the hybrid method but an

interesting exception to this general behaviour can be seen for the cropped potentials and the
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2M2T potentials of figures 1 to 3 in particular, where minima in ΓDiff for certain values of the

penalty weight are displayed. This behaviour is clearly seen when the NCs are transformed

using 2M2T potentials in the VSCF calculations for the interval wP = 1.0·10−6−1.0·10−5. A

more detailed analysis of this behaviour indicates that the hybrid method is able to enforce

an amount of localization upon the NCs that transform them into HOLCs that are very

similar to the OCs but without using 4M4T potentials. The switch in character of the

HOLCs corresponds to a large drop in the size of ΓDiff and ξat.

The 3M4T potential performs best of the cropped anharmonic potentials in terms of

producing OCs that are similar to the 4M4T -OCs, followed by the 3M3T and then 2M4T

potentials with the order of performance reversed between the last two potentials for ethylene.

The NCs are distinct from the reference OCs, as they treat the X−H (X = O,C) vibra-

tions differently, which is clear from figures 1 to 3. The difference is that the stretching

vibrations are localized on individual bonds for the OCs, while the NCs are associated with

the usual asymmetrical and symmetrical stretches. It can moreover be seen that the NCs

and OCs stretching vibrations can be constructed as linear combinations of each other, as

indicated by the top right large orange square in the leftmost images of figures 1 to 3, which

is a point raised in Ref. 8,9,11 as well. It should also be recognized that these X−H stretches

are the first modes to be localized and the last modes to be disrupted when approaching

the localization limit. This indicates that the optimization method resulting in the OCs

seemingly determines the most important contribution to both lowering the VSCF energy

and increasing the magnitude of the localization criterion. It is furthermore visible, from the

diagonal yellow squares in figures 1 to 3 that the various bending vibrations found in the

NCs are left unchanged by the OC procedure.

The central images of figures 1 to 3 furthermore elucidate that the HOLCs with penalty

weights of wP = 1.0 · 10−5 are mode for mode very similar to the OC reference set. Clearly

it is possible to construct a set of coordinates, i.e. the 2M2T -HOLCs that are similar to

the 4M4T -OCs in all investigated cases. Thereby the HOLCs represent a computationally
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cheaper way to acquire a good coordinate set for vibrational structure calculations. The

applied value of the penalty weight is adopted as a first estimate or simple guess of an

optimal value for the weights used in the hybrid method. The HOLCs obtained with this

simple guess are used for the fundamental vibration analysis of the next section in order to

examine their performance.

The LCs are in general found to be rather dissimilar to the OC reference set, as seen in

figures 2 to 3. The exception to this is water, where the OCs and LCs are more similar to

each other than either are to the NCs, which is confirmed by inspecting figure 1. The LCs

have been produced by localizing the entire set of NCs, without dividing the modes into

subsets that are localized separately. This is somewhat different to the approach taken by

other groups, (see for example22 and reference therein) but it seems to be the most reasonable

way to compare the coordinate sets, as our emphasis is here on models that do not require

separation of the modes.

The transition to localized coordinates are accompanied by a large drop in ξat because

the C−H stretches become mixtures of bending and stretching motion but this also generates

sets of coordinate that are very different from the OC reference. The large difference between

the OCs and the LCs for formaldehyde and ethylene can be seen in the images to the right

in figures 2 to 3. The mixing of bending and stretching vibrations is a feature commonly

found in LCs22 and incidentally also in near-LCs. This suggests that it is not reasonable to

give high wP values in the hybrid measure, if the objective is to obtain a set of coordinates

that accommodates similar low level of coupling, as found with the OCs.

The comparison of coordinates for ethylene requires some extra considerations, since

some additional observations can be drawn that are not apparent for the other molecules.

This includes the peculiar observation that a comparatively large drop in ξat is present when

wP = 1.00 · 10−6 for the coordinate transformation carried out in the 2M2T potential. This

corresponds to localization of the four very delocalized C−H stretches of ethylene into a

pair of symmetrical and asymmetrical stretches for each end of the molecule, as displayed by
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Table 1: Comparison of different coordinates in various potentials for H2O. The coordinate
sets are characterized by the penalty weight wP = 1 − wE, number of iterations Niter used
in the rotation procedure, coordinate comparison number ΓDiff, atomic localization criterion
ξat, VSCF energy EVSCF and hybrid measure Mhyb.

Coordinates wP Niter ΓDiff ξat EVSCF Mhyb

-Potential [a.u.] [a.u.] [a.u.]

3M4T -OC 0.00 4 1.000 00 −2.221 03 2.143 89 · 10−2 2.143 89 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 4 1.000 00 −2.221 03 2.143 89 · 10−2 2.143 87 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 4 1.000 00 −2.221 03 2.143 89 · 10−2 2.143 67 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 4 1.000 02 −2.221 03 2.143 89 · 10−2 2.141 65 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 4 1.000 18 −2.221 04 2.143 89 · 10−2 2.121 47 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 4 1.001 56 −2.221 06 2.143 89 · 10−2 1.919 64 · 10−2

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 4 1.006 79 −2.221 13 2.143 92 · 10−2 −9.864 98 · 10−4

3M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 5 1.010 20 −2.221 14 2.143 95 · 10−2 −2.028 19 · 10−1

3M3T -OC 0.00 4 1.000 43 −2.221 02 2.108 76 · 10−2 2.108 76 · 10−2

2M4T -OC 0.00 4 1.005 92 −2.220 87 2.143 79 · 10−2 2.143 79 · 10−2

2M2T -NC 0.00 1 1.276 25 −1.334 00 2.167 73 · 10−2 2.167 73 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 1 1.276 25 −1.334 00 2.167 73 · 10−2 2.167 72 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 1 1.276 25 −1.334 00 2.167 73 · 10−2 2.167 60 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 3 1.000 15 −2.221 03 2.167 94 · 10−2 2.165 70 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 4 1.000 31 −2.221 04 2.167 94 · 10−2 2.145 52 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 4 1.001 72 −2.221 06 2.167 95 · 10−2 1.943 67 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 4 1.006 92 −2.221 13 2.167 97 · 10−2 −7.483 89 · 10−4

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 5 1.010 22 −2.221 14 2.168 00 · 10−2 −2.026 02 · 10−1

2M2T -LC 1.00 5 1.010 74 −2.221 14 2.168 01 · 10−2 −2.221 14
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Figure 1: The NCs, HOLCs and LCs correspond to wP = 0.00, 1.00 · 10−5, 1.00 respectively,
within the 2M2T potential for H2O. The correlation matrices are ordered with increasing
frequencies along the vertical axis and present the overlap between the coordinates specified
at the horizontal axis and the 3M4T -OCs.
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Table 2: Comparison of different coordinates in various potentials for CH2O. The coordinate
sets are characterized by the penalty weight wP = 1 − wE, number of iterations Niter used
in the rotation procedure, coordinate comparison number ΓDiff, atomic localization criterion
ξat, VSCF energy EVSCF and hybrid measure Mhyb.

Coordinates wP Niter ΓDiff ξat EVSCF Mhyb

-Potential [a.u.] [a.u.] [a.u.]

4M4T -OC 0.00 4 1.000 00 −3.234 04 2.691 02 · 10−2 2.691 02 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 4 1.000 15 −3.234 29 2.691 02 · 10−2 2.690 99 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 4 1.001 46 −3.236 56 2.691 02 · 10−2 2.690 70 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 5 1.012 90 −3.255 46 2.691 03 · 10−2 2.687 75 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 5 1.198 89 −3.949 71 2.693 79 · 10−2 2.654 03 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 5 1.268 58 −4.005 28 2.695 66 · 10−2 2.292 43 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 7 1.354 56 −4.021 59 2.701 45 · 10−2 −1.347 15 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 8 1.541 79 −4.043 07 2.768 25 · 10−2 −3.793 93 · 10−1

3M4T -OC 0.00 4 1.000 12 −3.234 10 2.691 02 · 10−2 2.691 02 · 10−2

3M3T -OC 0.00 4 1.031 46 −3.172 92 2.674 38 · 10−2 2.674 38 · 10−2

2M4T -OC 0.00 4 1.020 31 −3.198 65 2.690 93 · 10−2 2.690 93 · 10−2

2M2T -NC 0.00 1 1.170 71 −2.319 79 2.711 06 · 10−2 2.711 06 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 1 1.170 54 −2.320 21 2.711 06 · 10−2 2.711 04 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 3 1.031 49 −3.174 65 2.711 12 · 10−2 2.710 80 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 4 1.015 90 −3.208 21 2.711 13 · 10−2 2.707 90 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 5 1.192 78 −3.940 89 2.714 65 · 10−2 2.674 97 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 5 1.265 98 −4.004 87 2.716 69 · 10−2 2.313 49 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 7 1.349 20 −4.020 94 2.722 30 · 10−2 −1.325 86 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 8 1.542 72 −4.043 13 2.791 26 · 10−2 −3.791 91 · 10−1

2M2T -LC 1.00 8 1.562 98 −4.043 78 2.805 23 · 10−2 −4.043 78
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Figure 2: The NCs, HOLCs and LCs correspond to wP = 0.00, 1.00 · 10−5, 1.00 respectively,
within the 2M2T potential for CH2O. The correlation matrices are ordered with increasing
frequencies along the vertical axis and present the overlap between the coordinates specified
at the horizontal axis and the 4M4T -OCs.
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figure S1 in the supporting information. It appears that these symmetrical and asymmetrical

C−H stretches are an intermediate case between the very delocalized NC stretching motions

of ethylene and the localized OC stretching motions.

The HOLCs constructed from the hybrid method with a penalty weight of wP = 1.0 ·10−5

have an interesting feature, which is evident from the central image of figure 3. The two

large orange squares represent the localization of two pairs of bending vibrations (wagging

and scissoring) to one end each of the ethylene molecule when the 2M2T -HOLCs are em-

ployed. This behaviour is not found with the 4M4T -OCs but appear for a certain amount

of localization and affect the energy calculation.

Table 3: Comparison of different coordinates in various potentials for C2H4. The coordinate
sets are characterized by the penalty weight wP = 1 − wE, number of iterations Niter used
in the rotation procedure, coordinate comparison number ΓDiff, atomic localization criterion
ξat, VSCF energy EVSCF and hybrid measure Mhyb.

Coordinates wP Niter ΓDiff ξat EVSCF Mhyb

-Potential [a.u.] [a.u.] [a.u.]

4M4T -OC 0.00 6 1.000 00 −5.116 67 5.082 15 · 10−2 5.082 15 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 6 1.000 05 −5.116 85 5.082 15 · 10−2 5.082 10 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 6 1.069 56 −5.424 81 5.082 17 · 10−2 5.081 62 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 7 1.149 62 −5.848 57 5.082 48 · 10−2 5.076 58 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 60 1.403 02 −6.690 19 5.086 56 · 10−2 5.019 15 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 75 1.636 24 −8.183 19 5.110 52 · 10−2 4.287 09 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 90 1.716 96 −8.237 68 5.124 11 · 10−2 −3.164 81 · 10−2

4M4T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 104 1.935 35 −8.268 86 5.277 28 · 10−2 −7.793 90 · 10−1

3M4T -OC 0.00 5 1.000 10 −5.116 66 5.081 31 · 10−2 5.081 31 · 10−2

3M3T -OC 0.00 5 1.016 44 −5.059 55 5.100 09 · 10−2 5.100 09 · 10−2

2M4T -OC 0.00 2041 1.239 21 −3.429 39 5.091 03 · 10−2 5.091 03 · 10−2

2M2T -NC 0.00 1 1.341 37 −2.544 23 5.138 89 · 10−2 5.138 89 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−7 1 1.341 34 −2.544 37 5.138 89 · 10−2 5.138 86 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−6 3 1.146 09 −3.405 58 5.138 91 · 10−2 5.138 56 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−5 6 1.142 00 −5.797 65 5.139 70 · 10−2 5.133 85 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−4 75 1.388 50 −6.611 89 5.143 87 · 10−2 5.077 23 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−3 75 1.633 53 −8.179 40 5.171 65 · 10−2 4.348 54 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−2 90 1.714 34 −8.237 18 5.185 88 · 10−2 −3.103 16 · 10−2

2M2T -HOLC 1.00 · 10−1 104 1.935 54 −8.268 88 5.347 89 · 10−2 −7.787 57 · 10−1

2M2T -LC 1.00 118 2.003 16 −8.274 44 5.460 05 · 10−2 −8.274 44
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Figure 3: The NCs, HOLCs and LCs correspond to wP = 0.00, 1.00 · 10−5, 1.00 respectively,
within the 2M2T potential for C2H4. The correlation matrices are ordered with increasing
frequencies along the vertical axis and present the overlap between the coordinates specified
at the horizontal axis and the 4M4T -OCs.

Fundamental vibration analysis

We now consider calculations of fundamental vibrational energies using the different coordi-

nate choices. We recall that the exact wave function is invariant to the choice of coordinates.

Thus, when studying the performance of VCC methods at increasing excitation levels, we

expect to see convergence towards a common limit. The rate of convergence may, however,

be quite significant and improvements due to a better set of coordinates can be decisive to

obtain good accuracy with realistic computational effort for approximate wave functions.

The results presented for the fundamental vibration analysis have been processed with sta-

tistical methods in order to facilitate a better overview that is more convenient to interpret.

The mean absolute deviation (MAD) is used to asses how well a given set of fundamental

vibrations are determined by VCC response calculations of different excitation levels and

coordinate sets. The definition used for the MAD estimate is given as

MAD = N−1ω

Nω∑
i=1

|ωcalci − ωrefi | , (13)

where Nω is the number of excitation modes and ωref refers to the VCC [3], VCC [6] and

VCC [4] result for water, formaldehyde and ethylene respectively. The reference values for

water and formaldehyde are accordingly the FVCI results for the specified basis set, while
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the ethylene VCC [4] reference values are taken from a calculation based on the OCs. The

OC-VCC [4] is expected to provide the best approximation towards the FVCI limit,9 thus

justifying the choice of reference.

It is also of interest to obtain the maximum deviation from the reference, within a given

set of excitation modes. This is identified by the MAX value as

MAX = max
i

(|ωcalci − ωrefi |) . (14)

The sets of coordinates denoted NCs are in the following taken to be the initial NCs

used in building the 4M4T potential, while the OCs and LCs are the coordinates obtained

by rotating the NCs with penalty weights of wP = 0.00 and wP = 1.00 respectively, while

the 2M2T -HOLCs are obtained with wP = 1.00 · 10−5. The initial 4M4T potentials were

therefore transformed by the exact same rotation angles as found in the optimization.

The fundamental vibration analysis results can be found in tables 4 to 6, where it is

evident that the excitation energies of the fundamental vibrations are more accurately de-

scribed when the number of maximal allowed excitations are increased, as expected. The

significant difference in the MAD and MAX values when different coordinate sets are used

for the VCC calculations are, however, the main focus of this section.

It can be seen that the OCs and HOLCs provide coordinates of approximately the same

quality that converge the VCC hierarchy faster towards the FVCI limit than the other

coordinates sets. The NCs are seen to provide a coordinate set that are inferior to that

provided by the OCs and HOLCs, as the MAD and MAX values are consistently higher.

Moreover, it is clear that the LCs perform worse than the other coordinate sets in gen-

erating vibrational wave functions. The MAD and MAX values for the LCs are markedly

higher than those of the other sets of coordinates and it appears that the VCC results are

only slowly converging toward the FVCI limit. This was also hinted at in tables 2 to 3, where

the LCs become increasing different from the OCs as the molecule size increases. The LCs
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for water are almost identical to the OCs and HOLCs, which can be seen in table 1. This

means that the NCs provide the least adequate basis for fast convergence towards the FVCI

limit of the VCC hierarchy for water.

Table 4: Performance of the different coordinate descriptions in obtaining fundamental vi-
brational frequencies for H2O, compared in 3M4T potentials. The upper half of the table
displays the MAD values while the lower half displays the MAX values for the respective
VCC calculations. All figures are given in cm−1.

Coordinates VCC [2] VCC [3]

NC 0.4582 0.0144 (MAD)
OC 0.2504 0.0000

HOLC 0.2507 0.0000
LC 0.2718 0.0009

NC 0.9271 0.0308 (MAX)
OC 0.4467 0.0000

HOLC 0.4460 0.0000
LC 0.3930 0.0014

Table 5: Performance of the different coordinate descriptions in obtaining fundamental vi-
brational frequencies for CH2O, compared in 4M4T potentials. The upper half of the table
displays the MAD values while the lower half displays the MAX values for the respective
VCC calculations. All figures are given in cm−1.

Coordinates VCC [2] VCC [3] VCC [4]

NC 2.1515 0.3818 0.0134 (MAD)
OC 1.5317 0.0680 0.0009

HOLC 1.5642 0.0705 0.0010
LC 10.1802 2.0279 1.7365

NC 6.0489 1.1694 0.0430 (MAX)
OC 4.8305 0.1679 0.0020

HOLC 4.9653 0.1775 0.0025
LC 29.9756 4.2715 4.1207

An interesting observation can be made when comparing the MAD and MAX values for

the VCC results obtained with OCs and HOLCs for ethylene. The HOLC-VCC results seem

to converge faster towards the reference than the OC-VCC results. The main difference

between the OCs and HOLCs for ethylene are two pairs of localized bending vibrations,
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as displayed in the central image of figure 3. It is interesting to note that the localization

of bending vibration coordinates we observe in the HOLCs improves the vibrational struc-

ture calculations in a manner that is comparable to localization of stretching vibrations,

which have previously been found for OCs compared to NCs.9 The localization of bending

vibrations seems to be less important than the localization of stretching vibrations but not

negligible in magnitude for vibrational structure calculations. This suggests that coordinate

optimization methods that only take energy minimization into account might not always

result in coordinate sets that are optimal in every possible regard. Nevertheless, we have

in this paper used OCs as reference, since better statistics are needed in order to challenge

OCs in general.

Table 6: Performance of the different coordinate descriptions in obtaining fundamental vi-
brational frequencies for C2H4, compared in 4M4T potentials. The upper half of the table
displays the MAD values while the lower half displays the MAX values for the respective
VCC calculations. All figures are given in cm−1.

Coordinates VCC [2] VCC [3] VCC [4]

NC 13.2978 3.7456 0.7760 (MAD)
OC 9.7722 2.2540 0.0000∗

HOLC 8.1292 1.6596 0.1296
LC 16.8712 8.5106 6.9074

NC 28.3468 9.1429 3.0323 (MAX)
OC 19.8030 7.8802 0.0000∗

HOLC 16.2796 5.9029 0.7597
LC 68.2787 25.9465 21.7049

∗ Reference calculation.

Optimal hybrid weights

The HOLCs generated from a simple guess to the penalty weight demonstrated a good

performance in the last section, which naturally leads to an investigation of the how well this

penalty weight was chosen. This can be revealed by a more systematic search for a minimum

in ΓDiff. An optimal penalty weight would in this context be identified by generating the
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HOLCs that are most similar to the OCs. These investigations were conducted for water,

formaldehyde and ethylene in the range of penalty weights, where a minimum could be seen

in tables 1 to 3. The results are depicted in figure 4, which reveals that the simple guess

wP = 1.00 · 10−5 is not the optimal value but it appears to be a reasonable choice.

It is clear that the vibrational coordinates make some rather abrupt changes as the

penalty weight is varied because the modes switch behaviour. It can furthermore be seen

that an increase in molecular size corresponds to an increase in the amount of kinks in the

graphs. These abrupt changes indicate that a new minimum in energy will be obtained, if a

sufficient amount of localization is enforced. This sudden behaviour for even minute changes

in the penalty weight is further elucidated in figure 5, where (a) displays an example for

how the minimum of the hybrid measure gradually becomes more shallow and then shifts to

another position when the penalty weight is increased for a pair of modes in very small steps

(in the order of 1.0 · 10−7) close to a transition in ΓDiff. The reason for the abrupt changes in

ΓDiff is these shifts in minima that allows no intermediate in the vibrational behaviour of the

modes, no matter how small the changes in the penalty weight are, as depicted by figure 5

(b).

Employing the optimal penalty weights indicated in figure 4 for constructing new sets of

HOLCs could lead the results to further approach those obtained in the 4M4T -OCs limit,

when used as coordinates for new VCC calculations. It, however, requires the availability of

OCs and is therefore not generally practical in applications.

Exploring hybrid optimized coordinates for larger molecules

We will explore the applicability of the hybrid scheme on larger molecules in this section,

using coumarin and the alanine quadramer as examples. Generation of full quartic force

fields for molecules of this size and larger will clearly be a computational bottleneck with

present-day techniques and in any case likely computational wasteful. Thus, full quartic

force field based OCs is not an option and we therefore focus on HOLCs relative to NCs and
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Figure 4: Determination of the optimal penalty weights for (a) H2O, (b) CH2O and (c) C2H4
found to be (wP ,ΓDiff) = (3.0 · 10−6, 1.00014) , (2.0 · 10−5, 1.00431) , (8.0 · 10−6, 1.07436) re-
spectively.
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Figure 5: The hybrid measure for different penalty weights is shown in (a) for rotation
around the two HOLCs (wp = 8.0 · 10−6) that incorporate the CH2 bending modes at both
ends of ethylene. A closer look at figure 4c for the range of wP around the optimal penalty
weight can be found in (b).
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local descriptions.

We investigated the behaviour of different HOLC weight factors for coumarin and describe

the resulting change in the coordinates. The alanine quadramer on the other hand serves

as an example of oligopeptide systems, where localizing subsets of coordinates have been

shown to be very beneficial in the analysis and interpretation of harmonic results,18–20 while

also ensuring efficiency of vibrational structure calculations.21 The full space localization of

the coordinates is, however, unattractive due to the previously mentioned strong mixing of

modes with different vibrational character in LCs. A comparison of the results for full space

optimization of the coordinates to those obtained in a reduced space optimization does in

this regard prove interesting for the HOLCs. The focus in this investigation is on those

modes in the alanine quadramer that are dominated by C−−O stretches.

Coumarin

The coumarin molecule is shown in figure 6. The normal modes for coumarin are of rather
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Figure 6: Lewis structure of coumarin.

different character. The ring deformations of lower frequency for example are out-of-plane

deformations dominated by changes in the bond angles, while the higher frequency in-plane

deformations additionally include significant changes of the C−C bond lengths. Modes

dominated by the C−−O stretching vibration are on the other hand very distinct and rather

local vibrations.
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Figure 7: Coordinate correlation matrices for normal modes with increasing frequency with
respect to HOLCs using a harmonic potential (RI-MP2/cc-pVTZ) and different weights
for the localization measure, i.e. wP = 1.0 · 10−5 (left), wP = 5.0 · 10−5 (middle) and
wP = 1.0 · 10−4 (right) for coumarin. The HOLCs are ordered according to maximal dot
product with the normal modes.

Applying the hybrid method facilitates some change in the vibrational coordinates, as

depicted in figure 7, where the HOLCs are compared to the NCs for different penalty weights.

The HOLCs are overall quite similar to the NCs when using a weight of wP = 1.0 · 10−5 .

Notable exceptions are pairs of out-of-plane ring deformations, i.e. the pairs 11/13 and 20/21,

as well as some in-plane deformations with a high contribution from C−C stretches, i.e. the

pair 25/26 and modes 33/35/36/37. The latter are being partly localized in the HOLCs

(wP = 1.0 · 10−5) basis. The C−H stretches are overall more localized in HOLCs (wP =

1.0·10−5) compared to NCs, with modes 41/42/43 completely dominated by C−H stretches of

single bonds. The modes 39/40 retain their distinct symmetrical and asymmetrical stretching

motion with reduced contributions from other motions.

The C−H stretching modes and the higher frequency in-plane deformations are left almost

untouched when the penalty weight is increased to wP = 5.0 · 10−5. A stronger mixing

of the lower energy in-plane deformations leads to a more pronounced localization of the

C−C stretching modes. The lowest energy vibrations are likewise more heavily mixed. The

mixing for the lowest energy vibrations becomes more pronounced when the penalty weight

is increased to wP = 1.0 · 10−4 but without adding new mixing features. Note that hardly

any mixing is observed between in-plane and out-of-plane normal modes.
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In summary, mixing of rather distinct blocks of modes with similar character have been

observed for coumarin. High-frequency modes, e.g. those dominated by C−H stretches

generally tend to be affected at lower penalty weights than low-frequency modes. The lower

frequency modes, however, are also affected when the penalty weight is increased sufficiently.

These observations are in line with the observation made for the smaller test molecules

discussed in the previous section.

We additionally find that the localization of the C−H stretches in coumarin occurs at

similar penalty weights as for the smaller molecules, which suggests that the penalty weight

does not, in general scale significantly with system size. This is a first indication that the or-

der of magnitude for the optimal penalty weights, obtained for smaller systems may possibly

be transferred to larger systems without adaptation. A generalization of this observation,

however, will require a much larger number of test cases which is outside the scope of the

present article. We note in passing, however, that the hybrid measure is size-extensive which

is a necessary criterion for the same weights to be applicable, i.e. we have tested that the

HOLCs for a non-interacting dimer corresponds exactly to those of the monomer

Alanine quadramer

In discussing the alanine quadramer, as seen in figure 8, we focus on the modes that are

obtained by full space optimization of the coordinates and dominated by C−−O stretches.

Figure 8: Optimized alanine quadramer structure (B3LYP-D3/TZVP) visualized using
Vmd.53

The discussion is furthermore restricted to HOLCs (wP = 1.0 · 10−5), as we refrain from
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testing several penalty weights. The full space HOLCs (wP = 1.0 ·10−5) continue to resemble

the normal modes to a large extend, except for several blocks of localized high-frequency

modes, see figure S2 in the supporting information. One of these blocks contains the modes

dominated by C−−O stretches, which is shown in the upper left matrix in figure 9.
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Figure 9: Coordinate correlation matrices for the C−−O stretching modes in the alanine
quadramer for HOLCs (wP = 1.0 · 10−5) and localized modes in full space and reduced
space of the C−−O dominated modes with respect to normal modes (top) and FALCON-type
C−−O stretches (bottom). The reference modes are ordered according to increasing (pseudo-
)harmonic frequency and the HOLCs and LCs according to the largest overlap with the
reference coordinates.

Despite the rather pronounced mixing of three of these modes, the one dominated by the

C−−O stretch at the acid end is rather local already in the normal modes and is therefore

hardly affected by hybrid optimization. The other modes are localized, as can be seen in

the corresponding coordinates correlation matrix to FALCON-type C−−O coordinates54 of

figure 9, left, bottom. The applied FALCON coordinates are strictly local coordinates which

have only contributions from the carbon and oxygen atom in one carbonyl group each. The

comparison of the HOLCs to the FALCON coordinates can in this regard be used as a

measure for the contribution of pure C−−O stretching modes. In figure 8, these FALCON
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modes are ordered according to their pseudo-harmonic frequency, i.e.
√

2cm1m1 in analogy

to equation (11).

Inspired by the reduced space approach applied in standard LC generation we have

also used the hybrid method starting from the four normal modes dominated by C−−O

stretches only. The results closely resemble those of the full space optimization, as seen

from the second column in figure 9. The main difference between the full and reduced space

HOLCs is a slightly smaller agreement with the strictly local FALCON-type C−−O stretches.

Almost identical results are obtained when performing a purely geometrical localization in

the reduced space, as seen in the right column of figure 9. This suggests that the hybrid

method is dominated by the localization part in this case.

In contrast, the purely geometrical localization of the full space yields rather different

types of vibrational coordinates, where the main contribution is from the carbon or oxygen

atom only, in the respective carbonyl groups. This difference in the coordinates is reflected in

the different coordinate correlation matrices in the third column of figure 9, when compared

to the other columns. We also note that the convergence in optimizing the coordinates of

the alanine quadramer is significantly slower for the purely geometrical localization measure

than for the hybrid measure and the full LC results shown are only converged to a maximal

gradient of 10−5 a.u..

In summary, very similar HOLCs are obtained for the C−−O stretches in full and reduced

space, supporting the applicability of reduced spaces for this approach. The HOLCs are

furthermore very similar to LCs obtained using a reduced space but not to LCs obtained

in full space. This shows that LCs may only be successfully used for reduced spaces with

a clear physical separation from other coordinates. It is possible to divide the full space

in subspaces and perform localization for all of these subspaces separately. The advantage

of the HOLCs is that no a priori choice of reduced range is necessary but the additional

contribution from the VSCF part ensures physically sensible coordinates in the full space as

well.
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Summary and outlook

A new hybrid method has been presented that combines coordinate optimization8,9,11 and

localization.18,21,22 It has been described how a hybrid measure combining the VSCF energy

with a measure of locality can be used to obtain hybrid optimized and localized coordinates.

Optimized coordinates and localized coordinates are hence obtained as limiting cases for the

hybrid measure, where a weight factor is put to either zero or one.

The hybrid method proved capable of generating a set of HOLCs from a 2M2T potential

that were very similar to the OCs, generated from the much more computational expensive

4M4T potential in the test calculation on water, formaldehyde and ethylene. Furthermore,

the performance of the HOLCs was compared to other coordinates for studying the con-

vergence of approximate VCC calculations to the exact limit and HOLCs proved at least

equally as good as OCs, clearly better than NCs and far better than LCs. This confirms

that HOLCs are physical reasonable coordinates with comparatively low coupling.

The hybrid method requires a choice for the weight factor of the delocalization penalty

in the hybrid measure. The employed simple guess of wP = 1.00 · 10−5 was shown in tests

to be in the correct range and the results were not strongly dependent on the precise value

of the weight factor in the vicinity of this guess. The hybrid measure is, however, not a

simple function of the weight factor and it does not in general seem easy to find a simple

optimization procedure for it. Hence, it is a topic of future research to further test the choice

of optimal weights for the hybrid method but the simple guess of wP = 1.00 · 10−5 used as

standard in this study has, notwithstanding, turned out to be fully adequate so far.

A very encouraging aspect of the presented results is that a simple second order Taylor

expansion can yield good results. The VSCF calculation is particularly simple and has a

simple analytic solution in this limit. The calculation of 2M2T -HOLCs is accordingly almost

as simple as a NC calculation followed by a localization step. The application of the hybrid

method to larger systems is thereby possible. The simplicity in construction, combined with

the locality and the low coupling found in the VCC calculations, makes the 2M2T -HOLCs a
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very appealing choice for applications to larger systems. Specifically, it is possible to reduce

the computational cost of the coordinate generation to as low as a standard harmonic analysis

with the HOLC requirements, unlike the OC methods where the 4M4T PES requirement

becomes increasingly prohibiting. After the HOLCs have been obtained, one can hope for

using the locality and expected decay of interaction with distance of these coordinates to

reduce cost and improve accuracy in the construction of the anharmonic PES. We may

then further consider the vibrational wave function calculation in such coordinates, where

we believe that the key ingredients to exploit hybrid optimized and localized coordinates

are available both at VSCF30 and VCC12 levels. Thus, we see a great perspective in using

2M2T -HOLCs in calculation of both anharmonic PESs and wave functions in the future.
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